
FAYOLS 14 PRINCIPLES

This article explains practically the administrative theory of 14 Principles of Management by Henri Fayol. These are the
factors for successful management.

The degree to which centralization or decentralization should be adopted depends on the specific organization
in which the manager is working. To establish discipline, good supervision and impartial judgment are needed.
The theory falls under the Administrative Management school of thought as opposed to the Scientific
Management school, led by Fredrick Taylor Fayol's 14 Principles of Management Fayol's principles are listed
below: Division of Work â€” When employees are specialized, output can increase because they become
increasingly skilled and efficient. Origin of the 14 Principles of Management. Similarly, if there is complete
decentralization, then the superior will have no authority to control the organization. Unity of Command â€”
Employees should have only one direct supervisor. There are two types of remuneration namely non-monetary
a compliment, more responsibilities, credits and monetary compensation, bonus or other financial
compensation. Order encompasses many things, including having a clean and safe environment for employees
with everything in its place. Initiative â€” Employees should be given the necessary level of freedom to create
and carry out plans. To put it another way, a subordinate must report to only one superior. Authority Managers
should have the appropriate authority to give orders and instructions. He did it in such a general sense it could
be applied to any business context. Do these management principles work in every organization or are there
exceptions? Employee satisfaction depends on fair remuneration for everyone. Fayol states that you should
structure your organization to meet the needs of the organization. Fayol also created six primary functions
which go hand in hand with the principles. If responsibility is more than authority then he may feel frustrated.
Authority: Managers must give orders so that they can get the things done. There should be no extra lines of
command which can confuse employees, and slow down decisions and production. More information Fayol,
H. But what about those managers who were leading the way forward years ago? It should not be
over-stretched and consist of too-many levels. The entire organization should be moving towards a common
objective in a common direction. Scalar chain Line of Authority. Stability of Tenure of Personnel. Employee
initiatives are a source of strength for the organization according to Henri Fayol. Esprit de Corps Team Spirit
Management should strive to create a sense of shared goals and team spirit within their teams. Scalar chain
refers to the number of levels in the hierarchy from the ultimate authority to the lowest level in the
organization. On another day they could find themselves trying to collate the accounts. Background Henri
Fayol was born in Istanbul in  Each employee can contact a manager or a superior in an emergency situation
without challenging the hierarchy. By using this principle, the responsibility for mistakes can be established
more easily. Responsibility involves being accountable, and is therefore naturally associated with authority.
Stability of Tenure of Personnel It is important for employees to have job security. The degree to which
centralization or decentralization should be adopted depends on the specific organization in which the
manager is working. Esprit De Corps.


